Clustering with most objective functions is NP-Hard, even to approximate well in the worst case. Recently, there has been work on exploring different notions of stability which lend structure to the problem. The notion of stability, α-perturbation resilience, that we study in this paper was originally introduced by Bilu et al. [7] . The works of Awasthi et al [2] and Balcan et al. [5] provide a polynomial time algorithm for 3-stable and (1 + √ 2)-stable instances respectively. This paper provides a polynomial time algorithm for 2-stable instances, improving on and answering an open question in [5] .
Introduction
Clustering is one of the most fundamental and widely studied problems in machine learning and data mining. It has numerous applications and is often the first step towards more fine grained machine learning tasks such as classification. The most popular approach towards clustering is to formulate it as the optimal solution of an optimization problem such as k-median and k-means clustering [16, 13] . Within this framework various algorithms exist to approximately optimize these objective. These range from approximation algorithms with provable guarantees on the quality of the optimal solution, to fast and popular heuristics such as the k-means method that often work well on real world data [13, 1, 15, 17, 14] . From a theoretical standpoint, clustering is a NP-hard problem [11, 9, 12] and there has been a flurry of work on approximation algorithms that provide upper and lower bounds [1, 6, 8, 10] for worst case instances. Subsequently, there has been work that moves away from worst case instances and makes stability assumptions for various notions of stability. In this paper, we consider α-perturbation resilience that was proposed by Bilu et al. [7] and by Awasthi et al. [2] . Awasthi et al. provide a polynomial time algorithm to find the optimal clustering given α-stable instances, for α = 3. More recently, Balcan et al. [5] showed a polynomial time algorithm for α = 1 + √ 2. Balcan et al. in [4] also showed a lower bound for the k-center objective that states there exists no polynomial time algorithm that can solve (2 − ǫ) stable instances unless N P = RP . In this work, we provide a polynomial time algorithm for 2-stable instances of any center based clustering objective, thus answering an open question from [5] .
Notation and Preliminaries
A clustering instance (S, d) is defined as a set S of n distinct points, where d is a distance metric. Given a clustering instance and an objective function Φ, the ground truth clustering is defined as a list of optimal clusters such that the overall cost, Φ is minimized. The optimal clusters are denoted by C Definition 2.1 (α-perturbation resilience). A clustering instance (S, d) is α-perturbation resilient for an objective function Φ, if for any function In the next section, we outline the algorithm and the analysis behind our main result.
Algorithm and Analysis for Theorem 2.1
In addition to the notation introduced in the previous section, we introduce : N eighbors(c) at the i th iteration for a point c ∈ S : A set of points that have an edge with point c. CandidateCluster or C c at the i th iteration for a point c ∈ S : Initialized with Neighbors(c). A candidate cluster is then purified by pruning out edges to points not in C * j . CardinalList c : A list of points that were erroneously removed from the CandidateCluster around c during the RemoveBiggerClusters subroutine and must be added back. Stable Ball B stable c : The subset of the CandidateCluster around c such that each point is closer to c that to any point not in CandidateCluster. ConnectedComponent c or CC c : A set of all points in G that have a path from point c. Partition Y for a given ConnectedComponent c : A partition of ConnectedComponent c where each set in Y is either a smaller optimal cluster that was already extracted or subsets of cluster yet to be extracted. Graph G at iteration i : G is initially the graph formed by our linkage procedure. In RemoveBiggerClusters(), for each point in G, we remove edges to optimal clusters that are greater than i. We then consider connected components in G and remove edges to optimal clusters smaller than i. Tree T : T consists of nodes T i j such that each node is either a subset of an optimal cluster or a laminar combination of complete optimal clusters.
The motivation behind our algorithm stems from our linkage procedure given in Algorithm 2. In order to see the effectiveness of the linkage procedure consider a toy clustering instance where all the k clusters are equal in size. If we run Algorithm 2 on this instance for i = n/k, each point p such that p ∈ C * j forms an edge with c * j . The formal proof for this is presented in Lemma 3.1. The second key observation is that there is no edge between any two optimal centers. This is a direct consequence of Property 2.2. Thus, if we consider the candidate cluster around an optimal center, c * j , it has an edge to all points in C * j and no edge to another optimal center. The edges to points in other optimal clusters can now be pruned out since d(c * j , q) > d(q, c * l ) where c * l is the center of C * l and q ∈ C * l . The candidate cluster around c * j is now exactly C * j . We leverage this structure to recover the ground clustering in the general setting where the clusters are not necessarily of equal size.
The linkage procedure guarantees that for iteration i, such that i = |C * j |, all points in C * j connect to the optimal center. It also guarantees that there is no edge from c * j to the center of another optimal cluster c * l such that |C * j | ≤ |C * l |. Therefore it is easy to prune out bad edges between c * j and C * l . The first challenge we face is to prune out edges between all points in C * j and C * l . The central idea used to solve this issue is to observe that if p doesn't have an edge with c * l , any point q ∈ C * l can be removed using a simple stability check, since d(p, q) > d(q, c * l ). Therefore, in Algorithm 4, we describe a procedure to remove the edges between p and c * l . However, a side affect of this procedure is that p might remove an edge with it's own center, c * j . To fix this error, we introduce the set CardinalList that identifies such mistakes and fixes them. Note that after successfully deleting all edges to larger optimal clusters, the connected component containing p can have a path to a larger optimal cluster via an edge to a smaller optimal cluster, C * m such that |C * j | > |C * m |. Removing edges from C * j to C * m results in a pure connected component around p. Consequently, the second challenge is to remove the edges between C * j and C * m . To this end, ∀c ∈ G we create a partition Y for ConnectedComponent c and prove that it is laminar. We then describe a test to remove smaller optimal clusters. We also show that we can recover a connected component that is exactly C * j . In addition, we prove that at any i such that i = |C * j |, any connected component we recover is either a subset of an optimal cluster or a laminar combination of optimal clusters.
The tree T that we construct from the connected components extracted by the PartitionClusters() subroutine is laminar and the optimal clustering is a k-pruning of this tree. We finally use the dynamic programming algorithm introduced by Balcan and Liang [5] on our tree to recover the ground truth clustering. c into subsets that were already extracted and the subset that was extracted in the current iteration. The test for choosing pure subsets hinges on the observation that if we artificially remove at least one point from an optimal cluster, the smaller clusters break off. Additionally, removing a smaller optimal cluster shouldn't make a pure subset break off unless the cluster is unstable around c. We note that this might happen and we may erroneously discard a pure subset. Therefore, we run the test another time to make sure that we discard all the smaller optimal clusters and are left with a pure connected component. All that is left to argue is that the connected component around at least one point forms the entire optimal cluster. This is indeed the case for the center of the optimal cluster. For the center, a pure subset is never removed due to the cardinal list check.
Analysis
We begin by showing an interesting property of the linkage procedure in the i th iteration, when i is the size of an optimal cluster C * 24 Create G by taking union of all edges in each CandidateCluster; 25 Return G;
Proof. Let us assume the linkage procedure does not connect p and c * j . This implies the closest i points to p do not contain the center c * j . Observe, the i closest points to p then have to contain at least one point q that doesn't belong to C * j , since i = |C * j |. This implies that d(p, q) < d(p, c j ) which contradicts Property 2.1. We now show that ∀p ∈ C * j , edge p − c * j is not deleted from the candidate cluster C c * We proceed to prove that the RemoveBiggerClusters() subroutine removes all edges between clusters that have not been completely extracted yet. Consider a candidate cluster C c such that c ∈ C Proof. Consider the following two cases, either c * l ∈ C c or c * l / ∈ C c . We reduce the first case to the second as follows. Since c * l ∈ C c , at some point, the RemoveBiggerClusters() subroutine will consider the stable ball B In the second case, the stability check will definitely fail for point p since d(c, p) > d(p, c * l ) and c * l / ∈ C c . Therefore, p would be pruned out. Hence, there is no impure edge with a larger cluster in Neighbors(c).
It is easy to show that for a candidate cluster centered at c ∈ C * l such that |C * l | > |C * j | and i ≤ |C * j |, there is no edge from c to any point in C * j . The proof is similar to Lemma 3. . This implies that c * l doesn't form an edge with c * j . Also, since i ≤ |C * j |, c * j doesn't form an edge with c * l . Therefore, after taking a union of the candidate clusters around c * l and c * j , there can be no edge between the two optimal centers. As in the previous lemma, if c * l − c * j doesn't exist in the connected component, there can be no edge x − y such that x ∈ C * j and y ∈ C * l . This is a contradiction for the input case. Therefore, we have now shown that the Graph G doesn't contain any non laminar connected component for p such that p belongs to an optimal cluster that has not been completely extracted. We will now show that given a laminar connected component, the PartitionClusters subroutine extracts the optimal cluster from the connected component and adds it to the tree. We will also show that whatever is extracted by the algorithm is either pure subcluster of an optimal cluster not yet extracted or a union of complete optimal clusters that have already been extracted.
Let CC p be the connected component around point p where p ∈ C * j . Let Y be the set of all clusters extracted till the previous iteration that are a proper subset of CC p union the set of new points in CC p that were extracted in the current iteration. In other words, Y is a partition of CC p where each set in Y is either a smaller optimal cluster that was already extracted or subsets of cluster yet to be extracted. Since the tree T only contains laminar nodes, we know that the ground truth clustering is a k-pruning of T . Running the Balcan Liang Dynamic Programming algorithm for our tree T outputs the ground truth clustering.
Limitations of prior work
Our algorithm is inspired by the linkage procedure of [5] , however we need to perform several additional steps in order to make sure that the output is correct. Here we indicate the necessity of this by demonstrating that the algorithm from [5] in itself will not work. Consider the clustering instance where we have two optimal clusters C 1 and C 2 , centered at c 1 and c 2 . The point a ∈ C 1 and is 20 units away from c 1 . The center of C 2 , c 2 , is 10 units away from c 1 . All other points in C 1 are ǫ-close to c 1 . Similarly, all points in C 2 are ǫ-close to c 2 . Also, |C 1 | >> |C 2 |. It is clear that this instance is 2-stable. However, ∀p ∈ C 1 , ∀q ∈ C 2 d(p, c 1 ) < d(q, c 1 ) is not true as d(a, c 1 ) > d(c 1 , b) . Using the linkage procedure of [6] , it is possible that a ball B(c 1 , r), where 10 − ǫ 2 < r < 10 − ǫ, is formed such that {C 1 \ a} ∪ C 2 B (c 1 , r) . This ball also satisfies the margin property. However, as a result laminarity no longer holds and the optimal clustering is not a k-pruning of the tree that would be formed.
